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Abstract: In optical flow-routing networks, packet flows are transmitted through optical 
flow routers. Featuring the increased good-throughput, optical flow routers 
have been proposed as a substitute to optical packet routers for the future 
optical Internet. This paper studies the optical flow routers using wavelength 
conversion and optical buffering as the contention resolution. A detailed 
analysis employing Markov process is provided in order to investigate the 
performance of optical flow routers and to compare with optical packet 
routers. Results show that wavelength conversion is a promising technique in 
improving the optical flow routers' performance. Up to 99% good-throughput 
can be achieved in an optical flow router with 10 wavelength conversions and 
60 buffers under a traffic load per wavelength of 2. On the other hand our 
results suggest that the good-throughput of optical packet routers cannot be 
improved by wavelength conversion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet traffic is exceeding the traditional telephony traffic and 
becoming dominant in the telecommunication network due to the widely 
used TCP/IP protocol suite [1]. At the same time the Internet is demanding 
more and more network capacity. As a result, optical networks with large 
capacity have been developed for the future Internet. With the advance of the 
state-of-art optical technology, optical packet switching seems to be an 
efficient technique for the optical networks to support the bursty Internet 
traffic with various quality·of-service requirements [2]. 
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Optical packet switching inherits a packet contention problem, which 
arises when multiple packets arrive at an output port at the same time. To 
reduce the packet loss probability for optical packet routers, optical 
buffering, wavelength conversion, and multi-path routing have been 
introduced, where the effectiveness of using these techniques has been 
reported. As a result, the end system may receive out-of-order packets due to 
the packets of the same flow being transmitted through different wavelength 
channels or fibres by wavelength conversion or multi-path routing. The 
arriving times of the packets may also be different. Studies have shown that 
a large amount of out-of-order packets will drive the higher-layer protocols 
in the end system, such as TCP, to misbehave [3], causing the end system to 
generate more bursty Internet traffic and hence more network resources will 
be required to resolve the contentions. 

Recently optical flow routing technology has been proposed, with which 
a flow of packets is routed and switched as a whole [ 4]. Analyses under both 
continuous and bursty traffic conditions show that optical flow router (OFR) 
with optical buffering is superior to optical packet-router (OPR). The amount 
of the packets of the corrupted flows that contain out-of-order packets 
decreases by deploying OFR. For example, when 60 buffers are used, 90.2% 
packets belong to the corrupted flows after the traffic passing an OPR with a 
load of 2, while this figure reduces to 56.2% after the traffic passing an OFR. 

Nevertheless, if the traffic goes through several such OFRs in series, the 
percentage of the total packets composing non-corrupted flows (i.e. the 
good-throughput) can be very small. For instance, if the traffic passes 3 
OFRs, only 8.4% packets will be in order given the previous condition. 
Obviously, this will limit the deployment of OFRs. To address this 
limitation, wavelength conversion is considered in OFRs in addition to 
optical buffering. 

Wavelength conversion is an essential technique in improving the 
blocking probability in optical circuit-switching networks [5] and in 
reducing the packet loss probability in optical packet-switching networks 
[6]. For example, the packet loss probability can decrease from 10-6 to 10-11 

by employing 2 wavelength conversions in an optical packet router [6]. 
In this paper, we will focus on the analytical investigation for the 

performance of an OFR with wavelength conversion and optical buffering. 
As a comparison, wavelength-converted OPR will also be studied. In the 
next section the traffic model and the discarding operations for the buffers of 
the routers are described. Detailed analysis is presented in Section 3. Section 
4 gives the results and discussions, following by the concluding remarks in 
Section 5. 
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2. MODELS 

2.1 Traffic model 

Previous studies showed that the performance characteristics of OFRs 
and OPRs with optical buffering under the bursty traffic condition are 
similar to that under the continuous traffic condition [7,8]. Thus the 
continuous traffic model will be considered, making the analysis simpler. 

As in [7], for each wavelength channel we assume a Poisson packet 
arrival rate A.', an exponential distribution for the packet transmission time 
with the mean of 1 I J..l. time slots, and a truncated geometric distribution with 
q for the number of packets in a flow. A first-in-first-out output buffering is 
considered. The buffer depth of each wavelength is B in time slot. Thus the 
load per wavelength is A. I J..l., with (A. I J..1.) > 1 indicating the occurrence of the 
contentions. A. is the actual packet arrival rate for each wavelength channel, 
which is calculated as A.= 'A'[1- q · (1- q)L] . L is the maximum number of 
packets in a flow, which is related to B and J..1. as (L I J..l.) ~ B . Given the 
number of wavelengths in a fibre being n w the packet arrival rate of the 
fibre is A= nw ·A. . 

2.2 Discarding operations for buffers 

The discarding operations considered for the wavelength-converted 
OFRs are flow discard (FD) and early-flow discard (EFD). With FD, a flow 
will be stored or transmitted in the available wavelength with the lowest 
index as illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown, three flows from different 
wavelengths are arriving at the same time at an output fiber with three 
wavelength channels. The flow from the first wavelength is transmitted via 
wavelength c 1; the one from the second wavelength is wavelength converted 
and stored in the buffer of wavelength c 1; and the one from the last 
wavelength is wavelength converted and transmitted via wavelength c2 due 
to not-enough buffer space in wavelength cl. Thus wavelength c3 can be 
reserved for the coming traffic, and the buffer space is created as large as 
possible, resulting in the maximum good-throughput for the router. 

With EFD, a threshold k for the buffer occupancy will be set, beyond 
which no new flows can be accepted. Thus an arriving flow will seek a 
buffer space in the next available wavelength if the current one exceeds k. 
This scenario is described in Fig. 2. As the same as that in Fig. 1, three flows 
are arriving at the same time. The first flow is transmitted via wavelength c1 
as in FD. After that the buffer occupancy of wavelength c1 exceeds the 
threshold, therefore the flow from the second wavelength is transmitted via 
wavelength c2. The one from the third wavelength is wavelength converted 
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and stored in wavelength c2 since the buffer occupancy of c2 has not 
exceeded the threshold at that time. Wavelength c3 is reserved for the 
coming traffic. 

In 

·~ -IZZZI flllilJ 
C=::J c::=::::J 

arriving flows 

r-------------- - ---------~ 

c l : IZZZI flllilJ - - • r------------------~-----~ c2 1 c:::J 
~---------------------- --c3 1 : ·-------------------------
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Out 

·~ 

Figure 1. Buffering flows in a wavelength-converted OFR router with flow discard. 
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Figure 2. flows in a wavelength-converted OFR router with early flow discard 

For wavelength-converted OPRs, packet discard (PD) is used. PD is 
similar to FD in OFRs, except that the entity to be dealt with is "packet" 
instead of "flow". Thus each packet in a flow will be routed and switched 
independently. When contention occurs the conflicting packet will be 
buffered or wavelength converted. The sequence of the packets in the same 
flow cannot be guaranteed. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1 Steady-state analysis of buffer occupancy 

For a fibre channel with output buffering and wavelength conversion, the 
place of the occupied buffer can be addressed as (m,i), where m is the index 
of the wavelength channel (1 ~ m ~ nw) and i is the buffer being occupied 
for that particular wavelength channel ( 0 :::; i ~ B ). By applying the 
discarding operations of FD, EFD and PD, Markov chains for the buffer 
occupancy can be formed. To conduct the steady-state analysis of the buffer 
occupancy, we introduce a system mode parameter 1, which indicates the 
wavelength channel is discarding traffic ( 1 = 1 ) or not ( 1 == 0 ). Therefore for 
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the occupancy·ofthe buffer that locates at wavelength channel m and buffer 
i, we can use (m,i,l) to express the state ofthe buffer. 

3.1.1 Deriving the steady-state probability of buffer occupancy for 
OPRwithPD 

For OPR with PD, each arriving packet will be discarded only when. it 
fails to fmd buffer space in all the nw wavelength channels. Thus the queuing 
system only has one discarding status, that is ( nw, B,l ). The state-transition
rate diagram for OPR with PD is depicted in Fig. 3. Let Pm,i,I be the steady
state probability of having m transmission channels being occupied, the 
buffer occupancy be i at the m-th wavelength and the system be in mode 1, 
we can easily derive the following set of equations for the steady-state 
system: 

and, 
nw B 

Pnw B 1 + L L Pm i o = 1 
' ' m=li=O '' 

(1) 

Figure 3. State transition diagram for the buffer queue of a PD router with wavelength 
conversion. 

3.1.2 Deriving the steady-state probability of buffer occupancy for 
OFRwithFD 

A 

In the wavelength-converted OFR with FD, an arriving flow is discarded 
only after it fails to fmd buffers for the whole flow in all the wavelength 
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channels. Therefore from the packet's point of view, when the head packet 
of a flow arrives, the system will allocate the resources in the available 
wavelength channel with the lowest index to all the packets in the flow. The 
state-transition-rate diagram for this scenario is shown in Fig. 4, from which 
the following set of equations can be derived when the system reaches the 
steady state. 

APt,O,O = J.!Pt,1,0 
ePJ.,O,l = J.IPt,l,l 

(A+mJ..L)Pm,O,O = mJ.!Pm,i+l,O +e(Pm-l,B,O +Pm-l,B,1) 
B 1 

+ L L aiPm-1 i 1 2::;; m::;; nw 
i=ll=O '' 

(e+mJ..L)Pm 01 = mJ.IPm 11 2::;; m::;; nw 
(at + bt + mJ..L)Pm:l,O = mJ.IPm:i.o + APm,O,O + ePm,O,l 1 ::;; m < nw 
(at +ct +mJ..L)Pmtl =mJ.IPm21 l::;;m<nw 
(ai + bl· +mJ.I.)Pm 'i 'o = bi-1p~'i-l0 +mJ.IPm i+l 0 +ci-lPm i-11 

'' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ::;; m < nw and 1 < i < B 
(ai +ci +mJ.I.)Pm,i,l = mJ.IPm,i+l,l 1::;; m < nw and 1 < i < B 
(mJ.I.+e+d)Pm,B,O = bB-1Pm,B-1,0 +(m+1)J.!Pm+1,0,0 +cB-1Pm,B-1,1 

1::;; m < nw 
(mJ..L+e)Pm,B,1 = dPm,B,O +(m+1)J.!Pm+l,O,l 1::;; m < nw 

(nwJ.I.+a1 + b1)Pnw,1,0 = APnw,O,O +nwJ.IPnw,2,0 +ePnw,0,1 
(nwJ.I.+c1)Pnw,1,1 = a1Pnw,1,0 +nwJ.IPnw,2,1 

(nwJ.I.+ai + bi)Pnw,i,O = bi-1Pnw,i-1,0 +nwJ.IPnw,i+1,0 +ci-1Pnw,i-1,1 
1 < i < B 

and, 

(nwJ.I.+ci)Pnw,i,1 = aiPnw,i,O +nwJ.IPnw,i+1,1 1 < i < B 
(A+nwJ.I.)Pnw,B,O = bB-1Pnw,B-1,0 +cB-1Pnw,B-1,1 

nwJ.IPnw,B,1 = APnw,B,O 

n.w B 1 
2.. L L Pmi I =1 

m=l i=O 1=0 ' ' 
(2) 

Given ci> ave being the average arriving rate of new flows in the fiber at 
time t, then the parameters for the above equation are that, 

• ai is the rate of the arriving packet which is the head of a new 
flow with the number of packets larger than (B- i) · J.L , so, 
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{ 
0 if(B-i)JJ.~L 

ai = <~>ave[(l-q)(B-i)JJ._(l-q)L] if(B-i)JJ.<L 

• b i is the rate of the arriving packet that is the head of a new flow 
with the number of packets less than (B - i) · J..1. or belongs to the 
flow of which some packets have already been in the buffer of a 
particular wavelength, thus, 

• ci is the rate of the arriving packet which is the head of a new 
flow with the number of packets less than (B- i) · J..1. or L 
(whichever is smaller), thus, 

• e is the rate of the arriving packet which is the head of a new 
flow with the number of packets less than L, thus, 

L e = <~>avell- (1- q) ] 

• d is the rate of the next arrival, which is not the head of a new 
flow, we have, 

d=A-e 

q, ave is found to be: 

L~~h·t..{:w )·qh ·{l-q)nw-h 
<~>ave = ___ ___;._,.:__ _____ _ 

nw 
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Figure 4 State transition diagram for the buffer queue of a FD router with wavelength 
conversion. 

3.1.3 Deriving the steady-state probability of buffer occupancy for 
OFRwithEFD 

Similar to that with FD, the wavelength-converted OFR with EFD will 
discard an arriving flow only when it fails to fmd buffers for the whole flow 
in all the wavelength channels. However the buffer in one wavelength 
channel will accept all flows till its occupancy exceeds a threshold. After 
that the buffer is not available to any arriving flows until the occupancy 
drops lower than the threshold. The state-transition-rate diagram is plotted in 
Fig. 5. We can derive the following set of equations for the system in the 
steady state. 
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AP1,0,0 = J.!PI,l,O 
eP1,0,1 == J.!Pl,2,1 

B 1 
(A+mJ..l)Pmoo=mJ..lPmiO+el: 2: Pm-lil 2:s;m:s;nw 

' ' , ' i==k 1=0 ' , 
(e+mJ..l)PmOl =m!J.Pmll 2:s;m:s;nw 

' ' '' 
(A+ mJ.!)Pm i 0 = APm i---1 0 + mJ.!Pm i+l 0 + ePm i-ll 

'' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 :s; m :s; n w and 1 :s; i < k 
(e+mJ.!)Pmil =mJ.!Pmi+ll l:s;m:s;nw and I:s;i<k 

'' ' ' 
(e + mJ.! + d)Pm k 0 = APm k-1 0 + mJ.!Pm k+l 0 + ePm k-11 

' ' ' ' ' 9 ' ' l:s;m<nw 
(e+mJ.!)Pmkl =m!J.Pmk+ll I:s;m<nw 

' ' ' ' ' 

221 

(e+mj.!+d)PmiO =dPmi-10 +mJ.!Pmi+lO l:s;m<nw and k<i<B 
'' ' ' ' ' (e+mp,)Pmil =mJlPmi+ll l$;m<nw and k<i<B 

(e+mJl+d)Pm,~,o =dPm,B~l,O +(m+l)J.!Pm+l,O,O l$;m<nw 
(e+mJl)PmBl =dPmBO +(m+l)J.!Pm+-101 l$;m<nw 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
(e + nwJ.! + d)Pnw,k,O = APnw,k-1,0 + nw!J.Pnw,k+l,O + ePnw,k---1,1 

11 w!J.Pnw,k,l = nwJlPnw,k+l,l + ePnw,k,O 
(e+nwp,+d)Pnw,i,O =dPnw,i-1,0 +nwJ.!Pnw,i+l,O k<i<B 

nwJ.!Pnw,i,l == ePnw,i,O + 11 wllPnw,i+l,l k < i < B 
(A+ nwJl)Pnw,B,O = dPnw,B-1,0 

nwJ.!Pnw,B,l = APnw,B,O 

and, 

(3) 

The definitions and expressions for e and d are the same as that in the 
previous section. 
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A A A d d d 

Figure 5 State transition diagram for the buffer queue of EFD router with wavelength 
conversion. 

3.2 Good-throughput 

We will adopt the good-throughput as the performance metric. Good
throughput (G) is the ratio of the sum of the packets composing non
corrupted flows to the total packets arriving at the router's input [4]. It 
represents the percentage of the traffic that is successful transmitted by the 
router. 

According to the definition, good-throughput can be written as [7]: 

G = L~=l n · P(w = n, v = 1) 

L~=ln·P(w=n) 
= L~=ln·P(w=n,v=l) (4) 

L q ·(1-q)n-1 
Ln-ln· . 

- LJ=l q. (1- q)J 

where w is the random variable representing the length of a flow in terms of 
the number of packets; v is the random variable representing the 
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transmission of a flow, with v = 1 indicating a successfully transmitted flow 
and v = 0 indicating a failed one. 

For the probability of a flow with n packets to be successfully 
transmitted, it can be calculated as following, 

P(w = n, v =1) = P(v=llw =n) ·P(w =n) n~l 

The conditional probability P( v = 1jw = n) for the wavelength-converted 
queuing system can be written as: 

nw B 
P(v=llw=n)== :L :L P(v=llw==n,R=m,Q=i)·P(R=m,Q=i) (5) 

m=li=O 

where P(R = m, Q = i) is the probability of m wavelength channels being 
used and i buffer being occupied in the m-th channel. It is easy to derive that, 

P(R =m,Q =i) =P(m,i,O) + P(m,i,l) (6) 

The value of P(m,i,O) and P(m,i,l) can be obtained by solving the 
steady-state-transition rate equation corresponding to the PD, FD or EFD 
routers. 

Let Snmi =P(v=ljw=n,R=m,Q=i), it can be derived for PD, FD 
and EFD r~uters as following. 

ForPD,let sPD. =P(v=llw=n,R=m,Q=i). n,m,t 

• If 0 ~ i ~ B-%, and 1 ~ m ~ nw, there will be enough buffer 

space to accommodate the flow, thus, S~~.i = 1 ; 

• If i = B and 1 ~ m < nw, we have S~~.i = 1 ; 

• If i = B and m = nw , then S~~.i = 0 ; 

e If B-,% +1~i~B-1 and 1 ~m~nw, then 

SPD (l )SPD sPD h _ J.t/ · th n,m,i = -r n-l,m,i+l +r n,m,i-1 • w ere r -/A+J.t IS e 

probability that a departure occurs before an arrival [7]. 

ForFD,let S~~,i =P(v=ljw=n,R=m,Q=i). 

e If O~i~B- _%and 1 ~m~nw, S~~.i =1 ; 

• lfi=Bandl~m<nw, S~~.i =1; 
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• If i = B and m = nw , s:~ i = 0 ; 
' ' 

• If B-% + 1::;; i::;; B and m < nw , the arriving flow can admit to 

the buffer of the next wavelength channel, thus s:~ i = 1 ; 
' ' 

• However, if B-% + 1::;; i::;; B and m = nw , s:~,i = 0 . 

For EFD, the effect of the threshold should be considered. Let 

S~F~i =P(v=1lw=n,R=m,Q=i), 
' ' 

f · k d SEFD SPD . • I 1 < an 1 ::;; m::;; nw, n m i = n m i , 
' , ' ' 

• If i ~ k and 1 ::;; m < nw, the flow will be accommodated in the 
buffer of the next wavelength channel, we have 
sEFD. _ sEFD . 

n,m,1 - n,m+l,O • 

• When i ~ k and m = nw , the flow has to be discarded, therefore 
EFD 

Sn,m,i =0 · 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

According to the results obtained in the previous studies [7], the buffer 
depth B will be fixed at 60 and the threshold k for the buffer occupancy of 
EFD routers will be at the half of the buffer depth, i.e. k = 30. Other 
parameters are J.l. = 1 , A = 2 , and L = 10 , unless stated. 

4.1 Effect of wavelength conversion 

The effect of the number of wavelength conversions nw on the good
throughput G is studied firstly. The results are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b for 
FD, EFD and PD routers. 

As can be seen, G for PD router is much lower than that for FD and EFD 
routers. In addition it doesn't change with the increase of nw for both the 
cases of q=l/5and q=l/8, where G is kept at 16.48% and 9.85% 
respectively. This is because the amount of packets that are converted to 
other wavelengths and thus affect the good-throughput depends on the load 
per wavelength. Although the packet loss probability can be reduced by 
using wavelength conversion in PD routers, the good-throughput or the 
quality of the transmitted traffic cannot be improved. Thus by using 
wavelength conversion in the intermediate OPRs the end system will still 
receive the data traffic containing massive out-of-sequence packets, which 
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will in tum cause the Internet traffic more bursty and consequently degrade 
the performance of the data networks. 

While for FD and EFD routers, G increases with nw. For instance in 
Fig. 6a, when q = 1/5 , G of 94.38% and 65% can be obtained with 10 
wavelength conversions for FD and EFD routers respectively, comparing 
with 45.16% and 50% when no wavelength conversion is used. Furthermore 
up to 99% good-throughput for FD routers can be obtained for q = 1/8 . 
These results indicate that the quality of the transmitted traffic can be 
improved by using wavelength conversion in OFRs. In addition, G for FD 
routers is higher than that for EFD routers when wavelength conversion is 
used ( nw > 1 ). The higher the nw the bigger the difference. For example in 
Fig. 6a the difference of G between FD and EFD routers is 14.87% when 
nw = 3, while this difference increases to 29.3% for nw = 10. This is due to 
the low value of the threshold some flows cannot admit to the buffers of 
EFD routers. Analytical results show that the good-throughput of the 
wavelength-converted EFD routers increases with the threshold. Fig. 7 
depicts the good-throughput G versus the threshold k for EFD routers with 4 
wavelength conversions under various wavelength loads. As shown G 
imposes a big increase when k approaches to the buffer depth. This reveals 
that for the wavelength-converted EFD routers larger threshold values 
should be used, which is not the case for the buffer-only EFD routers. 
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Figure 4. Good-throughput G vs. number of wavelength conversions nw for FD, EFD and 
PDrouters, A.=2,1J.=l, L=lO, B=60,and k=30,(a) q=l/5;(b) q=l/8. 
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Figure 5. Good-throughput G vs. threshold k for EFD routers, nw = 4, 1J. = 1 , q = 1 I 5 , 
L=lO, B=60. 

4.2 Effect of channel load 

Next we investigate the effect of varying the wavelength load A on the 
good-throughput G. nw is kept at 4. The results are shown in Figs. 8a and 
8b for q = 115, 118 respectively. It can be seen that G decreases with the 
increase of A, which is similar to the buffer-only case. Comparing Fig. 8a 
and Fig. 8b, with the increase of the mean flow length 1/ q , G of OFRs 
increases while G of OPRs decreases. However G for FD routers is always 
higher than that for EFD routers. It is believed that with a higher threshold 
value, G for EFD routers will be close to that for FD routers. 
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(a) 

(!) 
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0.4 

0.2 

0 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 • 

A. 
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Figure 6. Good-throughput G vs. load per wavelength A. for FD, EFD and PD routers, 
nw =4, !J.=l, L=lO, B=60,and k=30,(a) q=l/S;(b) q=l/8. 
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Figure 7. Good-throughput G vs. maximum number of packets L for FD, EFD and PD 
routers, nw = 4, A.= 2, f.1. = 1, B = 60, and k = 30, (a) q = 115; (b) q = 1/8. 

4.3 Effect of flow length 

Next the effect of the maximum number of packets L on the good
throughput for routers with 4 wavelength conversions is reported. As can be 
seen in Figs. 9a and 9b the reduction of G for FD is the largest among the 
three schemes. Saturation points exist for all the cases. 

Finally the success probability Ps for flows with different number of 
packets is studied. As depicted in Fig. 10, the characteristic of Ps is similar 
to that in the buffer-only case [7]. For EFD routers, all the flows with 
different lengths have the same Ps, since EFD routers accept flows 
regardless of their length. While for FD and PD routers, the shorter ones can 
obtain higher Ps than the longer ones. These results confrrm that EFD routers 
are still the fairest one among the three. 
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Figure 8. Flow success probability Ps v,s)he number of packets in a flow for FD, EFD and 
PD routers, A = 2 , 11 = 1 , q = Js , L = 1 0 , B = 60 , k "' 30 and n w "" 4 . 

5. CONCl,USIONS 

Optical flow routers with wavelength conversion and optical buffering 
have been studied in order to improve the quality of the transmitted traffic in 
optical networks. A novel analytical model has been applied to evaluate the 
performance of wavelength-converted optical flow routers. The results have 
been compared with optical packet routers. It is shown that the application of 
wavelength conversion leads to the substantially increased good-throughput 
in optical flow routers. Up to 99 % good-throughput can be achieved with 10 
wavelength conversions and 60 buffers in optical flow routers with flow 
discard. As a result, 97% packets will be received in sequence after traffic 
goes through 3 wavelength-converted optical flow routers, comparing with 
only 8.4 % obtained with 3 buffer-only optical flow routers. In addition, to 
achieve larger good-throughput the threshold of the optical flow routers with 
early-flow discard should be set as large as possible. On the other hand, it 
has been shown that the use of wavelength conversion cannot improve the 
good-throughput of optical packet routers, despite that the packet loss 
probability can be reduced by wavelength conversion. Our work strongly 
suggests that, in order to provide an application-friendly transmission 
environment for the future Internet, optical flow routers with wavelength 
conversion and optical buffering should be used instead of optical packet 
routers. 
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